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Size of Things



Forces, interactions

Gravitational force,

colliding systems

Electromagnetic force

Atoms,  Mendeliiev’s table of elements

« Strong » and « weak » nuclear force

burning in the Sun, nuclei

Quarks, leptons, mediators of forces - fundamental particles

…..Feynman diagrams

Examples: jets, W, Z, top-quark, Higgs….. 



The Solar system - bound by gravity



Saturn and its rings



Our place 

in the 

Universe

the Milky Way, 

another system 

bound by gravity



The surface of Mercury, 

craters due to collisions with asteroids 
Collisions occurred mostly during first hundred million years after Solar system formation.  

Earth suffered same bombardment, but erosion, plate techtonics, vegetation erased it mostly.



The Earth  - the fragile world of ours…….

and the Earthrise - the blue planet over the 

desolate and cratered soil of the Moon

impact about 65 million 

years ago…….



A cataclysmic event occurred 65 million years ago, 

wiping-out dinosaurs, since then the rise of mammalians, 

ultimately of Men last few million years……..



Stellar collisions: two white-dwarf stars soon to 

fuse into a single star - a black hole



Two merging black holes 

- source of Gravitational waves -

On Sept. 14, 2015, LIGO detected gravitational waves from two merging 

black holes, shown here in this artist's conception. 

This event occurred about 2 billion years ago!



Forces, interactions

Gravitational force, 

colliding systems

Electromagnetic force

Atoms,  Mendeliiev’s table of elements

« Strong » and « weak » nuclear force

burning in the Sun, nuclei

Quarks, leptons, mediators of forces - fundamental particles

…..Feynman diagrams

Examples: jets, W, Z, top-quark, Higgs….. 



Constituents of matter: 

atoms, nuclei, quarks and leptons

Strings/cordes?

- - NUCLEON

(proton and neutron)

Atoms are bound 

by electromagnetic 

forces

Nuclei and Hadrons are 

bound by « strong » forces

protons, neutrons, 

hadrons in general 

have a complex 

structure



TitleChemical elements - elementary particles

of 19-th century



Forces, interactions

Gravitational force, 

colliding systems

Electromagnetic force

Atoms,  Mendeliiev’s table of elements

« Strong » and « weak » nuclear force

burning in the Sun, nuclei

Quarks, leptons, mediators of forces - fundamental particles

…..Feynman diagrams

Examples: jets, W, Z, top-quark, Higgs….. 



Hydrogen burning 

in stars

« weak force » intervening 

here transforms protons into 

neutrons:

p  n + e+ + 

electromagnetic force 

intervenes here

strong force intervenes here

Net result: 

4 protons give 
4He + 2 neutrinos + energy



Stellar nucleosynthesis - genesis of 

chemical elements in stellar interiors
Cross section of a red giant showing nucleosynthesis and elements formed.

These are fusion processes all mediated by strong interactions, at a 

fundamental level by 

gluons, but the « weak 

force » intervenes at 

key-points.

the « weak force »

transforms protons into 

neutrons and vice-versa

for ex. n  p + e + 



Constituents of matter: 

atoms, nuclei, quarks and leptons

Strings/cordes?

Empedocle, les quatres éléments: 

eau, air, terre, feu, adopté aussi 

par Aristote, matière continue pas d’atomes

Démocrite: les atomes

- - NUCLEON

(proton and neutron)

Atoms are bound 

by electromagnetic 

forces

Nuclei and Hadrons are 

bound by « strong » forces



Size of some physical objects

Atoms :  Size~10-10 m Nucleus: Size ~ 10-15 m SuperString : Size ~10-35 m

Still hypothetical!!
Atoms are bound by 

electromagnetic forces, 

size determined by 

electron mass and 

quantum mechanics

nuclei are bound by strong 

forces, size determined by 

range of nuclear force, due 

to confinement property of 

QCD

size determined by

Planckian quantities!

MPl, Pl….



Forces, interactions

Gravitational force, 

colliding systems

Electromagnetic force

Atoms,  Mendeliiev’s table of elements

« Strong » and « weak » nuclear force

burning in the Sun, nuclei

Quarks, leptons, mediators of forces - fundamental particles

…..Feynman diagrams

Examples: jets, W, Z, top-quark, Higgs….. 



Elementary particles: particles of matter, 

force carriers-mediators,  and the Higgs boson

particles of matter:

quarks and leptons

fundamental interactions

range of force: 

Rforce ~ 1/mmediator

1st generation

2nd

3rd

8 

gluons
mg = 0

the photon (g)
mg = 0

W+, W-, Z
mW,Z = 80,90 GeV

the graviton

(hypothetical)
mG = 0

+ Higgs (BEH) boson!

responsible for the 

masses of the W,Z and 

of matter particles 



Description of fundamental interactions -

Feynman diagrams - a space-time description

time

space

Mathematical rules (Feynman 

rules) are associated with such 

diagrams allowing to compute 

quantum amplitudes/probabilities

Interaction of matter particles 

through the exchange of field 

quanta (bosons)

fundamental interactions:

Range of the force:

Rforce ~ 1/mmediator



The forces in Nature



Mediators: ex. emission and re-absorption 

in a collision between an electron and a quark

electron electromagnetic

and weak neutral current

interactions

Range of the force:

Rforce ~ 1/mmediator

Elements of a Feynman diagram calculation:

Amplitude ~ X1 Q1 [1/( t - m2
mediator) ] Q2 X2 

mmediator

Q1

Q2 

Q1, Q2 - charge or “coupling” at a vertex

t = (pout - pinc)
2  called “momentum transfer

pin

c

pout

X1 and X2 depend on the nature of incoming and outgoing particles 

and of the specific interaction,  all summatized the the “Lagrangian”



World Lagrangian



World Lagrangian - all the couplings are here! 



Forces, interactions

Gravitational force, 

colliding systems

Electromagnetic force

Atoms,  Mendeliiev’s table of elements

« Strong » and « weak » nuclear force

burning in the Sun, nuclei

Quarks, leptons, mediators of forces - fundamental particles

…..Feynman diagrams

Examples: quark and gluon jets, W, Z, top-quark, Higgs…..



A typical proton-proton collision at the LHC, 
there are ~ one billion such collisions per second

(in reality they are clustered by~25 every 25nseconds – pile-up) 

Expected Higgs boson production rate is less than one in a billion pp colisions!



Strong interactions: 

Dijet events in ATLAS and CMS at 13 TeV

jet
Et

parton in the 

proton




parton in 

the proton

jet



 Wdu  Wdu

Zuu  Zdd 

Main W and Z production processes (DY) at a proton – antiproton 

collider:

W, Z production



W  e candidate in UA1 tracker, 

W discovery, Dec. 1982
No visible jet on the away side!
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First W  e events in UA1 (Dec.1982, Jan.1983) 

and first Z  e+e- events in UA1 (May 1983)
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Megatek interactive graphic displays

First W’s and Z’s in the

history of humanity! 



First W  e events in CMS, April 2010
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Pair-production (QCD) of top quarks

tt  bWbW  blvbqq

top

anti-top

Main top

decay mode:

t  bW

Main top

production 

modes:

gluon

gluon



Top mass - from the semileptonic mode -

the most appropriate one for mass measurement…..

t  bW  bqq

CMS average : 172.6 ± 0.1 ± 0.7 GeV

tt  bW bW  blv bqq



Higgs boson at the LHC - production and decay



The various Higgs production mechanisms 

and decay modes

gHVV = 2mV
2/v

gHWW = g mW

gHff = mf/v gHHH = 3mH
2/v indirect coupling to gg

indirect coupling to gg, 

top in the loop 



CMS - a general purpose LHC detector



p = reB

CMS in transverse view

B = 4 Tesla

B ~ 2 Tesla



Production and detection of the Higgs in CMS -

if mH ~ 150 GeV (H → ZZ/ZZ* → 4 leptons) -

expectations from 1992!

Expectations for signal and 

background if the Higgs has 

a mass ~ 150 GeV

Electroweak ZZ background

Z

Z

H

very rare collision 1 in 1015,

but clean:



H → ZZ →  candidate event in CMS, 

√s = 8 TeV data, 2012

Z

Z

H



Higgs → 4 leptons, CMS, full 7 + 8 TeV statistics, 

full mass range, discovery years

H



Particle content of the Universe -

studies and questions for the future

Matter

particles

Intermediate 

bosons

Higgs

vacuum

Higgs sector

- Properties

- Couplings

- Symmetry 

breaking

- Vacuum stability

Neutrino sector

- Majorana/Dirac

- Masses & mixings

- CP violation

To be studied: 



Diagrams, diagrams…..more of them to 

explore, to test….the future of LHC……

Dark Matter 

production diagrams:

gHHH
SM

gHHH from  pp → HH + X 

final states

Irreducible SM 2H background: 

Higgs self-couplings:

LS = Dμ 
†Dμ − μ2 († ) − 

λ( † )2

SUSY production diagrams:

Higgs mass and supersymmetric

particles - diagrams:



SPARES



Title



Collision of proton beams… …observed in giant detectors

The Large Hadron Collider and experiments



Modelling ttbar events and hadronisation….

Uncertainties in hadronization modeling of

the colored decay products of the top affect

- Kinematics of the tracks

- Flavor composition and charged multiplicity



Higgs decay to 4 leptons, ATLAS and CMS, 

July 4th 2012, the discovery

H

Z

Z

Notice these modest 

beginnings! As for W, Z!



Title

The signal from one of the LIGO detectors in Hanford, Washington, is shown with two 

representations of the best-fit numerical relativity (NR) waveform.The filtered NR waveform 

illustrates how the raw waveform is perceived by the detector, showing that for GW150914 the 

instrument was most sensitive to the late-inspiral, merger, and ringdown of the event (data and 

analysis scripts from Ref.[9]). [Credit: Frans Pretorius, APS/Carin Cain]


